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Total Pack: 106 PH3: 91 New Members: 1 Virgins: 5 Visitors: 7 Visiting Hashers: 2

                                                 Hash Shite.

   Well, no Not Cleaver to scribe this week as he was last seen getting on a Malaysian Airline during the
week and as yet there is no confirmation of his whereabouts.

   Everyone had returned absolutely knackered after J.C and Mannekin Pis had laid a ball breaking 30 
minute climb within their run around the area of J.Cs house. 

   I got to the start of the circle a little late as I was scoffing pies, but Lucky Lek had started by icing the
designated horn who had tried to pass the duties on during the run; Ben was duly punished with a cold 
arse and a double down down. Next in Flying Dickhead and Swollon Colon for not being able to tell 
the time and arriving late.

   A minutes silence was announced for the passing of an old hasher who passed away during the week. 
R.I.P Dead Skelton from Kamala.

   Harry Houdini and Chastity Belt welcomed back from their Italian honeymoon, The G,M made loads 
of mistakes and called in a “Whipper” by the name of Harry Dirty (WTF!)

   Next he made a decision about the 1500 run, as he is the G.M and is always right, the run will be 
celebrated on Saturday 13th December, well away from our triathlon duties and the King’s Cup Regatta,
and will be laagered at the Tin Mining Museum. Well done, the G.M has balls, a few people voiced 
negative comments about the date and the location, but the solution was quite simple, if you are not in 
approval, and are not inclined to come up with a better option and do the organizing yourself, just don’t
come and have a relaxing day at home. Wow! Our leader has spoken and he must be obeyed. (Just like 
the old days.)

   Asterix was brought in and given a public dressing down for ignoring the warning of a farmer and 
tramping through his vegetable patch, while the rest of us stayed on paper and avoided any 
confrontation. (It had to be him)

   Virgins next, and what a lot of well endowed young ladies who were well and truly drenched. Lovely.

   1st Steward: The R.A aka Murkury who immediately iced Mannekin Pis and Rusty Hook for 
throwing insults at him. The Hares were thanked for their efforts in laying a run and a walk, Murkury 
obviously didn’t do the run or he wouldn’t be thanking them. Revenge time now, Billy Boy punished 
for picking on our R.A when he was the G.M. Mannekin Pis iced yet again for as runmaster always 
trying to influence the circle to keep Murkury with the Hash Shit trophy. Swollon Colon congratulated 
for a very good Tinman, Wow! That’s a first. Next Murkury had 2 tickets to give away for free 
restaurant meals, just sit on the ice to win, 1st Mr. Fista just made it despite being rugby tackled by 
Rusty Hook, and Toad took the other, nice gesture Murkury, well done. Good Spot. 



     Twice Nightly came in to the circle with all the Iron Pussy girls to announce their next run, and 
treated us to the Iron Pussy down down wiggle. It wouldn’t work on the Tinman.

    Run offences were next, Mannekin Pis brought in 15 gets you 20 who was complaining about not 
being able to get into Tai Pan disco because the door staff thinks she is too young. I don’t have any 
trouble when I take Teacher’s Pet in, I just say I’m her dad and will look after her and they let her in, 
easy. Gorgeous you Wanker and SADG were next and I can remember Asterix being punished for 
sitting down, and his chair being flung into the undergrowth. Mr. Fista and Pawn Shop iced a walker 
who deliberately gave them wrong directions on the run. Then Swollon Colon brought in Once Weekly 
and Twice Nightly for having sexual issues, Err! Not getting enough probably.

   Visitors. Only Ben turned up for a drink.

   Visiting Hashers. Blue Sailor and Robert, no idea where they were though, still out?

    2nd Steward: Billy Boy. The Hares were thanked although J.C apparently laid the walk from his 
truck. Typical. Gorgeous you Wanker and Rusty Hook in as GYW was heard to say that he was tall and 
slim like him in his younger days, (Yeh!). Rusty Hook stayed as he forgot it was a hash day and was 
seen scoffing a large Chille con Carne at 1.30pm that is why he needs a stick to walk. Dandy la Root 
and Golden Rivet in and ridiculed for getting home late on Friday night to discover they had left their 
door keys in their broken down car in Kathu, Didn’t you do kit checks in the Royal Marines Dandy? 
However Dandy reprieved himself as it was revealed that he sent Prince Charles Tosser Lookalike the 
wrong way on the run. Swollon Colon in next who was trying to coax his little girl out of her top to go 
swimming and she refused, Swollen then asked all the big girls to remove their tops to convince her it 
would be alright, Next time give me a shout Swollon, I always carry a bag of sweets with me, forever 
the opportunatist. Good Spot Billy Boy.

   New Member: Turbidiot, Oh well! Welcome to the madhouse. 

   Returners: Singha Gold, Pawn Shop, Rusty Hook, Dambuster, Jaws and Dogs Breath.

   Departers: Billy Boy, Bluey, Mr. Fista, SADG and Dandy La Root.

   Runmaster and Hares in, which was hotly disputed by Mannekin Pis as the Runmaster was Murkury, 
and as a conflict of interest was sure that Murkury was going to encourage Hash Shit, so Gorgeous you 
Wanker was nominated as a neutral, but the circle still voted Hash Shit, well done Mannekin Pis, Just 
Desserts as they say.   

                                       On On The Blue Harlot


